In this paper, we investigate the resource allocation design for intelligent reflecting surface (IRS)-assisted full-duplex (FD) cognitive radio systems. In particular, a secondary network employs an FD base station (BS) for serving multiple half-duplex downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) users simultaneously. An IRS is deployed to enhance the performance of the secondary network while helping to mitigate the interference caused to the primary users (PUs). The DL transmit beamforming vectors and the UL receive beamforming vectors at the FD BS, the transmit power of the UL users, and the phase shift matrix at the IRS are jointly optimized for maximization of the total sum rate of the secondary system. The design task is formulated as a non-convex optimization problem taking into account the imperfect knowledge of the PUs' channel state information (CSI) and their maximum interference tolerance. Since the maximum interference tolerance constraint is intractable, we apply a safe approximation to transform it into a convex constraint. To efficiently handle the resulting approximated optimization problem, which is still non-convex, we develop an iterative block coordinate descent (BCD)-based algorithm. This algorithm exploits semidefinite relaxation, a penalty method, and successive convex approximation and is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point of the approximated optimization problem. Our simulation results do not only reveal that the proposed scheme yields a substantially higher system sum rate for the secondary system than several baseline schemes, but also confirm its robustness against CSI uncertainty. Besides, our results illustrate the tremendous potential of IRS for managing the various types of interference arising in FD cognitive radio networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio spectrum is a naturally limited resource in wireless communication systems. During the last couple of decades, most of the available spectrum has been licensed and allocated to provide various high data-rate communication services. This has led to the problem of a spectrum crunch for future wireless communication systems [2] . However, according to measurements of the actual spectrum utilization, e.g. [3] , [4] , a large amount of the allocated spectrum is highly underutilized. As a remedy to improve the spectral efficiency, communication systems employing cognitive radio (CR) technologies have emerged as a promising paradigm to provide communication services to unlicensed secondary systems. One promising approach to spectrum sharing is underlay CR where the secondary system is allowed to use the spectrum concurrently with the primary users (PUs) as long as the quality-of-service (QoS) of the PUs is not severely impaired. Thus, to limit the performance degradation caused to the primary network, the secondary system has to be carefully designed [4] - [6] . For example, the authors of [5] developed a joint transmit power allocation and receive beamforming design to minimize the total transmit power of the secondary transmitter, while constraining the interference to the PUs to be below a given threshold. In [6] , the authors proposed a multi-objective optimization framework and developed a Pareto-optimal resource allocation algorithm to realize simultaneous wireless power and secure information transfer in CR networks. However, since the CR networks in [5] , [6] only employ half-duplex (HD) base stations (BSs) and the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) transmissions are performed in orthogonal frequency bands, the radio spectral resources are still underutilized.
To boost wireless spectral efficiency, full-duplex (FD) communication has recently drawn considerable research interest [7] - [11] . In fact, by incorporating FD BSs into CR networks, the spectral efficiency can be potentially doubled compared to traditional HD CR networks. However, since in CR networks the secondary system has to share the spectrum with the primary system, the QoS of the PUs is inevitably impaired by the simultaneous UL and DL transmissions of the secondary system.
In general, compared to the PUs in conventional HD CR networks, because of the larger number of concurrent transmissions, the PUs in FD CR networks suffer from more severe interference, which degrades the performance of the primary network [7] , [8] . Moreover, the self-interference (SI) and cochannel interference (CCI) caused by the simultaneous DL and UL transmissions, if left unattended, can also significantly degrade the performance of the secondary system [7] . To effectively manage the interference in FD CR networks, different resource allocation designs were developed in [9] - [11] . In [9] , the sub-channel assignment, user pairing, and power allocation was jointly optimized to improve the spectral efficiency of a FD CR system. In [10] , the authors investigated robust DL beamforming and UL power allocation for minimization of the maximum interference leakage to the PUs taking into account the QoS requirements of the SUs. In [11] , multi-antenna precoding and relaying strategies fact, since IRSs naturally operate in a FD manner [19] , they can be conveniently incorporated into existing FD CR network concepts to further increase spectrum efficiency. Yet, the designs proposed in [13] - [15] , [21] , [22] are not directly applicable to IRS-assisted FD CR networks. In particular, the simultaneous UL and DL transmissions of the secondary system, the superposition of the direct and reflected paths, and the coupling between the DL beamforming vectors, UL transmit powers, and IRS phase shifts makes the resource allocation design for IRS-assisted FD CR networks very challenging.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, the design of spectrum-efficient IRS-assisted FD CR networks has not been investigated in the literature, yet.
Motivated by the above discussion, in this paper, we integrate IRSs into FD CR networks and investigate the corresponding resource allocation algorithm design. In particular, as the secondary system is allowed to share the spectrum of the primary system as long as the QoS of the PUs is not severely compromised, the IRS is utilized to establish a favorable radio propagation environment. In particular, we aim to maximize the sum rate of the secondary system by jointly optimizing the DL transmit beamformers, the UL transmit power, the UL receive beamformers, and the IRS phase shifts.
The problem formulation takes into account the imperfect knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) of the PUs at the FD BS of the secondary system and the maximum interference leakage tolerance of the PUs. Since the maximum interference leakage tolerance constraint is intractable, we transform it into a convex constraint by applying a safe approximation. Due to the coupling between the optimization variables and the unit-modulus constraint of the IRS phase shifts, even with the safe approximation, the formulated problem is still highly non-convex and it is very challenging to obtain the optimal solution. Hence, we propose a block coordinate descent (BCD)-based iterative algorithm to obtain a suboptimal solution [23] . In particular, by applying successive convex approximation (SCA) [24] and semidefinite relaxation (SDR), the DL transmit beamforming and UL power allocation policies are obtained with the other optimization variables being fixed. Then, we derive the closed-form optimal solution for the receive beamforming vector of the secondary BS given the other optimization variables.
Subsequently, we obtain the phase shift matrix of the IRS by applying a penalty method [25] and SCA.
The developed BCD algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point of the approximated optimization problem. Simulation results reveal that IRSs and the proposed algorithm can significantly enhance the performance of secondary networks while efficiently mitigating the interference to the PUs.
Notations: In this paper, boldface lower case and boldface capital letters denote vectors and matrices, respectively. N denotes the set of nonnegative integers. R N ×M and C N ×M denote the space of N × M matrix. | · | and || · || 2 denote the absolute value of a complex scalar and the l 2 -norm of a vector, respectively. A T , A * , and A H stand for the transpose, the conjugate, and the conjugate transpose of matrix A, respectively. A 0 indicates that A is a positive semidefinite matrix. Rank(A), Tr(A),
[A] i,i , and A * denote the rank, the trace, the (i, i)-entry, and the trace norm of matrix A, respectively.
x i denotes the i-th element of vector x. Diag(X) represents a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are extracted from the main diagonal of matrix X; diag(x) denotes an N ×N diagonal matrix with main diagonal elements x 1 , · · · , x N . E {·} denotes statistical expectation. ∼ and ∆ = stand for "distributed as"
and "defined as", respectively. The distribution of a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with mean µ and variance σ 2 is denoted by CN (µ, σ 2 ). The gradient vector of function f (x)
with respect to x is denoted by ∇ x f (x). x † denotes the optimal value of optimization variable x.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present the IRS-assisted multiuser FD CR network model and discuss our assumptions regarding the CSI available for resource allocation.
A. IRS-Assisted Full-Duplex Cognitive Radio System Model
We consider a narrow-band IRS-assisted CR communication system 1 consisting of a primary licenseholding network and a secondary unlicensed network, cf. Figure 1 . In particular, the primary network 1 In this paper, we consider an underlay CR network [26] where the secondary FD BS opportunistically coexists with the primary transmitter when the interference leakage to the PUs remains below a certain threshold.
comprises one primary transmitter and I PUs, while the secondary network includes one secondary FD BS, J UL users, and K DL users. The primary transmitter, the I PUs, and the K + J secondary users are single-antenna HD devices. The secondary FD BS is equipped with N T > 1 antennas 2 , indexed by N ∆ = {1, · · · , N T }, and simultaneously performs DL transmission and UL reception in the same frequency band 3 . Due to the spectrum sharing, the QoS of the primary network is impaired by interference leakage from the secondary network. To effectively suppress the interference and improve the system performance of the secondary network, an IRS is deployed. In particular, the IRS comprises M phase shifters, indexed by M ∆ = {1, · · · , M}, and is programmable and reconfigurable via an IRS controller. For notational simplicity, we define sets I = {1, · · · , I}, J = {1, · · · , J}, and K = {1, · · · , K} for the indices of the PUs, secondary UL users, and secondary DL users, respectively.
In a given time slot, the secondary FD BS transmits signal k∈K w k d DL k to the K DL users, where d DL k ∈ C and w k ∈ C N T ×1 denote the information symbol for secondary DL user k and the corresponding beamformer, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume E{ d DL k 2 } = 1, ∀k ∈ K. The received signals at PU i, the secondary FD BS, and secondary DL user k are given by
respectively. s P i in (1) denotes the received signal originating from the primary transmitter. l D,i ∈ C N T ×1 and l R,i ∈ C M ×1 denote the channel vector between the secondary BS and the i-th PU and the channel vector between the IRS and the i-th PU 4 , respectively. Diagonal matrix Ψ = diag e jψ 1 , · · · , e jψ M 2 To facilitate reliable UL signal detection, we assume that the number of antennas equipped at the secondary FD BS is equal to or larger than the number of secondary UL users, i.e., NT ≥ J. 3 Simultaneous transmission and reception with the same antenna can be realized by employing a circulator-based FD radio transceiver, as demonstrated in [27] . 4 The delays between the signal propagating through the direct path and the reflected path via the IRS are typically much shorter than the signal duration. For instance, for a cell with a radius of 50 meters as considered in our simulations, cf. Figure 2 , the maximum round-trip delay is 0.33 µs, which is significantly shorter than the 70 µs symbol duration in the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) standard [28] . Thus, we neglect the impact of intersymbol interference in this paper.
represents the phase shift matrix of the IRS [13] , where ψ m ∈ [−π, π], ∀m ∈ M, is the phase shift introduced by the m-th IRS element. Matrix F ∈ C M ×N T models the channel between the secondary FD BS and the IRS. Variables d UL j ∈ C and p j are the data symbol and the corresponding power transmitted by secondary UL user j to the secondary FD BS, respectively. We assume E{ d UL j 2 } = 1 without loss of generality. The channel gain between secondary UL user j and PU i is denoted by e i,j . h D,j ∈ C N T ×1 and h R,j ∈ C M ×1 denote the channel vector between the secondary BS and secondary UL user j and the channel vector between the IRS and secondary UL user j, respectively. S k∈K w k d DL k in (2) represents the SI resulting from the DL transmission with S ∈ C N T ×N T denoting the SI channel matrix of the secondary FD BS. The term k∈K F H ΨFw k d DL k in (2) denotes the SI introduced by the reflection of the DL transmit signal by the IRS. g D,k ∈ C N T ×1 and g R,k ∈ C M ×1 denote the channel vector between the secondary BS and the k-th DL user and the channel vector between the IRS and the k-th DL user, respectively. The channel gain between secondary UL user j and secondary DL user k is denoted by q j,k . n UL ∼ CN (0, σ 2 U I N T ) and n DL k ∼ CN (0, σ 2 n k ) denote the equivalent additive white Gaussian noises (AWGNs) at the secondary FD BS and secondary DL user k, which capture the combined effect of thermal noise, signal processing noise, and the interference stemming from the primary network [29] . n P i includes the joint effects of thermal noise and signal processing noise at PU i.
B. Channel State Information
In this paper, we focus on slowly time-varying channels. During the channel estimation phase of the secondary network, the secondary FD BS can reliably estimate all links of the secondary network with the assistance of the SUs and the IRS [30] . As a result, we assume that the perfect CSI of the secondary network is available at the secondary FD BS for resource allocation. However, this assumption may not be valid for the channels between the secondary network and the PUs. In practice, the PUs can not be expected to directly interact with the secondary FD BS. Moreover, the PUs may be idle for a long period of time due to bursty data transmission. As a result, the CSI of the PUs can be obtained only occasionally at the secondary FD BS when the PUs are active in the primary network, which leads to outdated PU CSI at the FD BS. In this paper, we develop a worst-case optimization framework and adopt a deterministic model to capture the impact of imperfect PU CSI on resource allocation design [31] . Specifically, the CSI of the link between the FD BS and PU i, i.e., l D,i , the CSI of the link between the IRS and PU i, i.e., l R,i , and the CSI of the link between PU i and secondary UL user j are modeled as:
e i,j = e i,j + ∆e i,j and Ω i,j
respectively, where l D,i , l R,i , and e i,j are the CSI estimates and ∆l D,i , ∆l R,i , and ∆e i,j are the corresponding unknown estimation errors, respectively. The continuous sets Ω D,i , Ω R,i , and Ω i,j contain all possible channel estimation errors with bounded magnitude ε D,i , ε R,i , and ε i,j , respectively.
III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, after introducing the adopted performance metrics, we formulate the proposed resource allocation optimization problem.
A. Performance Metrics
The achievable rate (bits/s/Hz) of secondary DL user k is given by
k is the receive signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR) of secondary DL user k and given by
On the other hand, the achievable rate (bits/s/Hz) of secondary UL user j is given by R UL
is the receive SINR of secondary UL user j and given by
Here, v j ∈ C N T ×1 is the receive beamforming vector for decoding the message of secondary UL user j at the secondary FD BS. We note that due to the limited dynamic range of the receiver, the SI cannot be suppressed completely even if perfect CSI of the SI channel is available at the secondary FD BS [32] . Thus, similar to [32] , [33] , we model the residual SI after cancellation at each receive antenna as an independent Gaussian distortion noise with zero mean and a variance proportional to the power received at that antenna. In particular, the term D SI j in (8) is given by [32, Eq. (4)]
where the constant η, 0 < η ≪ 1, captures the impact of the residual interference after SI cancellation at the secondary FD BS [34] . We note that due to the propagation attenuation between the FD BS and the IRS, the reflected interference in (9) is negligible 5 compared to self-interference. As a result, we can approximate (9) as follows
B. Optimization Problem Formulation
In this paper, we optimize w k , v j , p j , and Ψ to maximize the system sum rate of the secondary network while limiting the interference caused by the secondary network to the PUs. The corresponding optimization problem is formulated as follows
where ω UL j ≥ 0 and ω DL k ≥ 0 denote predefined weights for secondary UL user j and DL user k, which can be used to prioritize the UL and DL users. P DL max > 0 and p j,max > 0 in constraints C1 and C2 limit the maximum transmit powers of the secondary FD BS and secondary UL user j, respectively. Constraint C3 guarantees that the diagonal phase shift matrix Ψ has M unit modulus components on its main diagonal. C4 constrains the maximum tolerable interference leakage. In particular, despite the imperfection of the CSI, the secondary network is required to ensure that the interference leakage to PU i does not exceed the maximum interference tolerance p tol i .
We note that problem (11) is a highly non-convex optimization problem. In particular, the coupling of the optimization variables, the non-convexity of the objective function, the unit-modulus constraint C3, and the semi-infinite constraint C4 are the main obstacles for solving the considered resource allocation problem efficiently. To the best of the authors' knowledge, the globally optimal solution of this problem is in general intractable. In the next section, we develop a suboptimal BCD-based iterative algorithm to solve problem (11) with polynomial time complexity.
IV. SOLUTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
In this section, we first employ a safe approximation to convert constraint C4 to a set of convex constraints. Then, we propose a BCD-based algorithm to tackle the approximated problem, which is still highly non-convex. In fact, BCD is a widely applicable approach that divides coupled optimization variables into several blocks and solves the optimization problem for one block at a time while fixing the variables in the other blocks [23] . In particular, we divide the optimization variables into three blocks: {w k , p j }, {v j }, and {Ψ}. By employing SCA and SDR, we obtain the transmit beamforming vector w k and transmit power p j . Then, we derive a closed-form solution for receive beamforming vector v j . Subsequently, we solve for Ψ by applying a penalty method and SCA.
A. Transformation of the Semi-Infinite Constraints
In the literature, semi-infinite constraints are commonly transformed into tractable linear matrix inequality (LMI) constraints [31] . However, due to the coupling between the optimization variables and the coupling between the signals of the direct and reflect paths, it is challenging to transform constraint C4 into an LMI that is jointly convex with respect to w k and Ψ. To facilitate robust resource allocation algorithm design, we first apply inequality |a
and c are complex numbers, to the left hand side of constraint C4 to obtain a tractable upper bound 6 .
In particular, a subset of the set defined by constraint C4 is given by
In the remainder of the paper, we tackle the following approximated optimization problem:
s.t. C1, C2, C3, C4.
We note that any feasible solution of (13) is also a feasible solution of (11). Hence, (13) is a safe approximation of (13) [35] . Then, we define slack variables β i , γ i , and τ i and rewrite constraint C4 equivalently in terms of the following constraints:
C4b: max
C4c: max
We note that C4d is convex in w k and Ψ individually while C4a, C4b, and C4c are still semi-infinite constraints. Next, we introduce a lemma for transforming constraints C4a, C4b, and C4c into LMI constraints.
where
provided that there exists a point x such that f m ( x) < 0.
To facilitate the application of Lemma 1, we first rewrite constraint C4c as follows
By applying Lemma 1, the following implication can be obtained:
To simplify the notation, we rewrite the LMI in (21) as follows
where C = I M 0 . Similarly, by applying Lemma 1, we rewrite constraints C4a and C4b as follows
is convex with respect to p j and C4b is convex with respect to W k . Moreover, C4c is convex with respect to p j and W k but is still non-convex with respect to Ψ due to the quadratic term ΨBΨ H . 
Then, the received SINR of the k-th secondary DL user and the received SINR of the j-th secondary UL user can be expressed as follows
respectively. Constraint C4d can be rewritten equivalently as:
Then, the joint DL transmit beamforming and UL power allocation design, i.e., {W k , p j }, is formulated as follows
Here, constraints C5, C6, and W k ∈ H N T are imposed to ensure that W k = w k w H k holds after optimization. The non-convexity of (33) originates from the objective function and the rank constraint C6. Next, we aim to obtain a suboptimal solution of (33) iteratively by applying SCA. For notational simplicity, we define f 1 , f 2 , g 1 , and g 2 which are given by, respectively,
Note that the negative objective function in (33) can be expressed as
Then, in the n-th iteration of the SCA, for a given feasible 7 point (W n k , p n j ), we construct a global underestimator of g 1 (W k , p j ) as follows
and
Similarly, for a given feasible point (W n k , p n j ), the global underestimator of g 2 (W k , p j ) is given by
where Set n = n + 1, W n k = W k , and p n j = p j 5: until
Then, for a given feasible point (W n k , p n j ) in the n-th iteration, a lower bound of the maximization problem in (33) can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem
s.t. C1, C2, C4a, C4b, C4c, C4d, C5, C6.
We note that the remaining non-convexity of problem (44) stems from rank-one constraint C6. Hence, we adopt SDR and remove constraint C6. The relaxed version of problem (44) can now be optimally solved by standard convex solvers such as CVX [37] . Next, we verify the tightness of SDR in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: If P DL max > 0, an optimal beamforming matrix W k satisfying Rank(W k ) ≤ 1 can always be obtained.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.
Then, we tighten the upper bound of (33) by solving (44) iteratively. The SCA algorithm for obtaining the optimal w † k and p † j of (33) is summarized in Algorithm 1. We note that Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to converge to a locally optimal solution of (33) [24] .
C. Optimizing v j for Given Ψ, W k , and p j For given Ψ, W k , and p j , the UL sum rate is maximized if for each uplink user j, the receive beamforming vector v j maximizes the corresponding receive SINR Γ UL j . In particular, we can obtain the optimal receive beamforming vector v j by solving the following optimization problem:
where h j was defined in (26) and R I j ∈ C N T ×N T is defined as follows
Moreover, the optimization problem in (45) can be recast as the following equivalent convex optimization problem [38] minimize
The optimal solution of (47) is given by [38] v
where ̺ j is a scalar to adjust v † j such that equality constraint C7 is satisfied. We note that for the original problem in (45), ̺ j can be omitted as it has no effect on the value of the objective function.
D. Optimizing Ψ for Given W k , p j , and v j For given W k , p j , and v j , the optimization problem for the IRS phase shift design is given by
s.t. C3, C4a, C4b, C4c, C4d.
We note that both the objective function and constraints C3 and C4c are non-convex functions which makes the IRS design very challenging. Next, we first tackle the non-convex objective function in (49).
In particular, we rewrite the quadratic term g H D,k w r + g H R,k ΨFw r 2 in (7) as follows: 
Similarly, we rewrite the term q j,k + g H R,k Ψh R,j 2 in (7) 
are defined as
respectively.
Then, we rewrite constraint C4d equivalently as C4d:
k∈K
We note that C4d is a convex constraint with respect to Θ. Moreover, the receive SINR of secondary DL user k and the receive SINR of secondary UL user j can be equivalently respectively rewritten as follows
The objective function of the negative optimization problem in (49) can be rewritten as:
where f 1 , f 2 , g 1 , and g 2 are given by, respectively,
Next, by employing singular value decomposition, we transform constraint C4c into a convex constraint. Specifically, for given W k and p j , we recast matrix B as B = s σ s u s v H s , where σ s are the singular values of B, and u d and v d are the corresponding left and right singular vectors of B, respectively. Then, we rewrite the term C H ΨBΨ H C in constraint C4c as follows
respectively. Hence, we can rewrite constraint C4c equivalently as
Now, constraint C4c is a convex function with respect to Θ.
Therefore, for given W k , p j , and v j , we can obtain Θ by solving the following optimization problem where Θ 0 and constraints C8 and C9 are imposed to ensure Θ = θ θ H holds after optimization. We note that the rank-one constraint C9 is an obstacle to solving problem (67). In the literature, SDR is commonly adopted to tackle the rank-one constraint [39] . Yet, applying SDR to (67) may not result in a rank-one matrix Θ. Moreover, some approximation methods such as Gaussian randomization cannot guarantee the convergence of the overall BCD algorithm [39] . To tackle this obstacle, we first transform the combinatorial constraint C9 equivalently into the following difference of convex (d.c.) functions constraint [40] :
where Θ 2 denotes the spectral norm, i.e., Θ 2 = σ 1 (Θ), where σ i (Θ) denotes the i-th largest singular value of matrix Θ. We note that for any Θ ∈ H M +1 and Θ 0, we have Θ * = i σ i (Θ) ≥ Θ 2 = max i σ i (Θ) and the equality holds if and only if Θ is a rank-one matrix. Yet, the resulting constraint C9 is still non-convex. To circumvent this obstacle, we adopt a penalty approach [25] and recast (67) as follows:
where χ ≫ 0 is a constant which penalizes the objective function for any matrix Θ whose rank is larger than one. Then, we use a sequence of χ q to approach infinity and reveal that problem (69) is equivalent to problem (67) in the following theorem [25] .
Theorem 2: Denote the optimal solution of problem (69) as Θ q with penalty factor χ q . When χ q is sufficiently large, i.e., χ q → ∞, every limit point Θ of the sequence {Θ q } is an optimal solution of problem (67).
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.
The optimization problem in (69) is still an intractable problem due to the non-convexity of the objective function. Yet, we note that f 1 , f 2 , g 1 , g 2 , Θ * , and Θ 2 are all convex functions and the problem in (69) is in the canonical form of d.c. programming. Thus, a stationary point of (69) can be obtained by applying SCA [24] . To start with, we first construct a global underestimator of g 1 . In particular, for any feasible point Θ n , the differentiable convex function g 1 (Θ) satisfies the following inequality:
where ∇ Θ g 1 is given by
and g 1 (Θ, Θ n ) in (70) is a global underestimator of g 1 (Θ). Similarly, for feasible point Θ n , global underestimators of g 2 (Θ) and Θ 2 can be constructed as follows, respectively,
where ∇ Θ g 2 is given by
and Set n = n + 1 and Θ n = Θ Calculate (v j ) m+1 for given Ψ = (Ψ) m , w k = (w k ) m+1 , and p j = (p j ) m+1 using (48) 5: Solve (75) for w k = (w k ) m+1 , p j = (p j ) m+1 , and v j = (v j ) m+1 by applying Algorithm 2 and recover (Ψ) m+1
based on (Θ) m+1
6:
Set m = m + 1
where θ n max is the eigenvector associated with the principal eigenvalue of Θ n . Therefore, for any given point Θ n , an upper bound on (67) is obtained by solving the following optimization problem:
Note that (75) is a convex optimization problem and the optimal solution of (75) can be obtained via CVX [37] . The proposed algorithm for solving (69) is summarized in Algorithm 2. We note that the function value of (69) is upper bounded by the minimum of (75). Moreover, by iteratively applying Algorithm 2, we can gradually tighten the upper bound and obtain a sequence of solutions Θ. Furthermore, the objective function of (75) is monotonically non-increasing and the developed algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point of (69) [24] .
The overall BCD based algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3. Recall that objective function in (44) is monotonically decreasing in each iteration of Algorithm 1 and the receive beamforming vector v † j admits a closed-form solution, cf. (48). We note that any limit point of the non-increasing sequence
is a stationary point of (13) . Moreover, the function value of the sequence {(w k ) m , (p j ) m , (v j ) m , (Ψ) m } m∈N is guaranteed to converge to a stationary value of the objective function of (13) in polynomial time [23] . We note that, due to the safe approximation of constraint C4, a stationary point of (13) is a feasible suboptimal solution of the original problem in (11) . Besides, the per iteration computational complexity of the developed BCD algorithm is given by O 2I N 3
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we study the system performance of the proposed resource allocation scheme via simulations. The schematic system model for the simulated FD CR network is shown in Figure 2 .
A. Simulation Setup
We focus on the resource allocation of one sector of the secondary network. The distance between the IRS and the secondary FD BS is 50 meter 8 corresponding path loss exponents [13] . On the other hand, the path loss model for the direct path is given by P L D = c D (d BU ) −α BU , where c D = −40 dB and the path loss exponent is α BU = 3.9 9 .
Besides, we model the multipath fading coefficients of the channels of the direct paths as independent and identically distributed Rayleigh random variables while the multipath fading coefficients of the channels of the reflected paths follow a Rician distribution. The adopted parameter values are listed in Table I .
B. Baseline Schemes
For comparison, we consider three baseline schemes. For baseline scheme 1, zero-forcing beamforming (ZF-BF) is employed at the FD BS for both DL and UL transmissions and the phases of the IRS are generated in a random manner. In particular, the directions of both the DL beamformer w k for desired user k and UL beamformer v j for desired user j are fixed and lie in the null spaces of all the other DL user channels and all the other UL user channels, respectively. Then, by optimizing the DL and UL transmit powers, i.e., p DL k ∈ R and p j , we solve the problem in (13) subject to power constraints C1 and C2 and interference leakage constraint C4 by applying Algorithm 3 10 . For baseline scheme 2, we assume that the considered FD CR network does not employ an IRS 11 . Then, we optimize DL beamforming vectors w k , UL beamforming vectors v j , and the transmit powers of the UL users for maximization of the system sum rate subject to constraints C1, C2, and C4 in (11) . For baseline scheme 3, we assume that the secondary BS operates in the HD mode where the UL reception and the DL transmission are realized in two orthogonal time slots of equal duration. As a result, both CCI and SI do not exist. In particular, for the first time slot, the DL sum rate is maximized by jointly optimizing w k and Ψ subject to constraints C1, C3, and C4 in (13) 12 . Then, for the second time slot, we maximize the UL sum rate by optimizing UL beamforming vector v j , phase shift matrix Ψ, and the transmit powers of UL users, i.e., p j taking into account constraints C2, C3, and C4 in (11) . For a fair comparison, the resulting total sum rate obtained for baseline scheme 3 is multiplied by a factor of one half due to the orthogonal time slots needed for separating the UL and DL transmissions.
C. Convergence of Algorithm 3
In Figure 3 and J = 5. We can observe that for all three cases, the proposed algorithm monotonically converges to a stationary point. Specifically, for Case 1, the proposed algorithm converges within 10 iterations of Algorithm 3. For Case 2, the proposed algorithm needs considerably more iterations (roughly 30 iterations of Algorithm 3) to converge since the larger number of users leads to more optimization variables and constraints in (11) . Compared to Case 2, for Case 3, the proposed algorithm needs around 10 extra iterations for convergence since the larger values of N T and M enlarge the size of the solution space of the considered problem significantly. We also note that the number of iterations required for the proposed algorithm to converge is more sensitive to the number of users than to the number of antennas and reflecting elements.
D. Average System Sum Rate versus Maximum DL Transmit Power
In Figure 4 , we study the average system sum rate versus the maximum DL transmit power, P DL max , for different resource allocation schemes. As expected, the system sum rate increases monotonically with P DL max . Moreover, we observe that the proposed scheme outperforms all baseline schemes. In fact, compared to the baseline schemes, the significant performance improvement achieved by the proposed resource allocation scheme is enabled by the joint optimization of Φ, w k , p j , and v j . On the one hand, the proposed scheme can create a more favorable radio propagation environment by optimizing 12 For maximization of the DL sum rate, we obtain w k and Ψ by applying Algorithm 3 with pj = 0 and vj = 0, ∀j ∈ J. Similarly, for maximization of the UL sum rate, we obtain pj, vj, and Ψ by applying Algorithm 3 with w k = 0, ∀k ∈ K. the phase shift matrix of the IRS. On the other hand, it can fully exploit the DoFs introduced by the multiplexing of multiple UL and DL users on the same spectral resource via FD, which improves the spectral efficiency of the CR network. On the contrary, the three baseline schemes yield dramatically lower system sum rates. Specifically, for baseline scheme 1, the FD BS is unable to fully exploit the DoFs available for resource allocation because of the fixed beamforming vector. Although the multiuser interference (MUI) is mitigated by ZF-BF, both the CCI and the remaining SI become more serious as P DL max increases which limits the system sum rate. For baseline scheme 2, since there is no IRS available, there are no DoFs for customizing a favorable radio propagation environment for enhancing the desired signal and suppressing the interference at the PUs. For baseline scheme 3, although orthogonal DL and UL transmissions completely avoid CCI and SI, the resulting strictly suboptimal use of the DL and UL time resources leads to a significant loss of spectral efficiency. Figure 5 depicts the average system sum rate versus the number of secondary DL users for different resource allocation schemes. As can be seen from Figure 5 , as K grows, the system sum rates achieved with the proposed scheme and the three baseline schemes increase since all schemes are able to exploit multiuser diversity. Similarly, we observe that the performance of the proposed scheme improves when the number of UL users, J, increases. However, compared to the proposed scheme, the system sum rates for the baseline schemes are significantly lower. In particular, due to the partially fixed beamforming pattern of baseline scheme 1, the increasing CCI and SI associated with larger K cannot be mitigated which results in a substantially lower system sum rate. For baseline scheme 2, since the IRS is not utilized, the system is unable to mitigate the growing MUI in UL and DL introduced by the increasing number of DL users K. For baseline scheme 3, the achieved system sum rate is still lower compared to the proposed scheme due to the inefficient utilization of radio spectrum caused by the HD BS.
E. Average System Sum Rate versus Number of Secondary Users

F. Average System Sum Rate versus Number of Antenna/IRS Elements
In Figure 6 , we investigate the average system sum rate versus the number of antenna/IRS elements.
Specifically, to reveal the performance gain achieved by deploying an IRS, for the proposed scheme two cases are considered: Case 1 with a fixed number of antennas at the secondary BS (N T = 4)
and increasing M and Case 2 with a fixed number of phase shifters (M = 4) and increasing N T .
We observe that increasing the number of elements in Case 1 results in a larger performance gain compared to Case 2. The reason behind this is twofold. On the one hand, as the number of reflectors at the IRS increases, there are more DoFs for customizing favorable BS-IRS-user channels which improves both the UL and the DL beamforming gain. On the other hand, the additional IRS elements can reflect more power of the signal transmitted by the secondary FD BS which results in a power gain. Moreover, as can be seen from Figure 6 , the average system sum rates for the proposed scheme and the three baseline schemes improve as the number of antennas, N T , at the FD BS increases.
This can be explained by the fact that the extra DoFs provided by the additional antennas facilitates a higher beamforming resolution for both DL transmission and UL reception which lead to higher received SINRs. Yet, as N T increases, the channel hardening effect leads to a diminishing growth rate of the system sum rate. Figure 6 also shows that the average system sum rate of the proposed scheme increases faster with N T than the average system sum rates of the baseline schemes thanks to the proposed optimization framework which exploits the system resources efficiently. 
G. Average System Sum Rate versus Maximum Normalized Channel Estimation Error
In Figure 7 , we study the average system sum rate versus the maximum normalized channel estimation error. As expected, the average system sum rate decreases with increasing υ 2 . This is due to the fact that, as υ 2 increases, the secondary BS becomes less flexible and more conservative in resource allocation. In particular, the BS has to allocate more DoFs to satisfy the interference leakage constraint C4. As a result, fewer DoFs are available for suppressing the SI and facilitating accurate DL beamforming at the FD BS which degrades the system performance. Besides, over the entire range of υ 2 , the proposed scheme significantly outperforms the three baseline schemes. This unveils that by jointly optimizing all available DoFs, the proposed scheme can mitigate the interference leakage more efficiently than the three baseline schemes, even in the presence of CSI uncertainty. Besides, compared to the proposed scheme and baseline scheme 3, we observe that baseline scheme 1 and baseline 2 are less sensitive to channel estimation errors in the considered range. For baseline scheme 1, the random phase shift pattern of the IRS already results in a significant performance loss and increasing υ 2 from 0 to 10% only leads to a small additional loss. For baseline scheme 2, since the IRS is not deployed, only the imperfect knowledge of the CSI of the direct paths affects the performance, which leads to a smaller degradation. Figure 8 shows the outage probability of the users in the primary network versus the maximum interference leakage tolerance for different resource allocation schemes. The outage probability is defined as the probability that the interference leakage from the secondary network to the i-th PU is higher than a predefined target interference leakage tolerance p tar i . For comparison, we also study the outage probability of a non-robust scheme for comparison. Specifically, for the non-robust scheme, we solve a problem similar to (11) but treat the estimated CSI of the PUs as perfect CSI. Then, using the actual CSI of the PUs, we check if the interference leakage constraint C4 in (11) is satisfied. As can be observed from Figure 8 , both the proposed scheme and the baseline schemes yield a significant outage probability reduction compared to the non-robust scheme. Moreover, as we set the maximum interference leakage tolerance to p tol i = −90 dBm, the outage probabilities of the proposed scheme and all baseline schemes decrease to zero for target interference leakage tolerances p tar i ≤ −90 dBm.
H. Outage Probability versus Maximum Interference Leakage Tolerance
In contrast, the non-robust scheme still suffers from outages. These results underline the robustness of the proposed scheme against imperfect CSI.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed to integrate an IRS into a multiuser FD CR system to simultaneously improve the system performance of the secondary network and effectively mitigate the interference caused to the PUs. In particular, the system sum rate of the secondary network was maximized by jointly optimizing the DL transmit beamforming vectors and the UL receive beamforming vectors at the FD BS, the UL transmit power of the UL users, and the phase shift matrix at the IRS. We considered the robust design of IRS-assisted FD CR systems taking into account the imperfect knowledge of the CSI of the PUs. Since the resulting interference leakage tolerance constraint is an obstacle to efficient resource allocation algorithm design, we proposed a safe approximation of the original optimization problem. To tackle the non-convexity of the resulting design problem, we developed a BCD algorithm to solve the approximated problem in an alternating manner. In particular, the design of the DL transmit beamformers and UL transmit power was tackled by SCA and SDR, and the optimal UL receive beamformers were derived in closed form. The unit modulus constrained optimization problem introduced by the IRS was first transformed to a rank-constrained problem and then solved by applying a penalty method and SCA. The proposed BCD algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a stationary point of the approximated optimization problem. Simulation results not only revealed the significant system sum rate improvement achieved by the proposed scheme compared to three baseline schemes but also verified its robustness against the imperfect knowledge of the CSI of the PUs. Moreover, our results illustrated that IRSs are an efficient means to mitigate the various forms of interference in FD CR systems.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
To start with, we recast the relaxed version of (44) in equivalent form as follows where φ k and ψ j are slack variables and Ξ collects all terms which are not relevant for the proof. Note that the problem in (76) is jointly convex with respect to all optimization variables and the Slater's condition is satisfied for (76) [36] . Therefore, strong duality holds, i.e., the gap between (76) and
its dual problem is zero [36] . Specifically, the Lagrangian function of (76) in terms of beamforming matrix W k is given as follows
Here, we have introduced Υ to collect all terms that do not involve W k . The scalar Lagrange multipliers ξ, β i , ζ k , and ς j ≥ 0 are associated with constraints C1, C4d, C10, and C11, respectively. The positive semidefinite Lagrange multiplier matrices T C4b i ∈ C (N T +1)×(N T +1) , T C4c i ∈ C (M +1)×(M +1) , and Y k ∈ C N T ×N T are associated with constraints C4b, C4c, and C5, respectively. The dual problem of (76) is given by
Next, by checking the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions with respect to W k , we investigate the structure of the optimal W † k of (78). Specifically, for W † k , we have K1:
, and Y † k are the optimal Lagrange multipliers for (78). Note that there exists at least one ξ † > 0 since constraint C1 is active for optimal W † k . To facilitate the proof, K3 in (79) is explicitly expressed as follows
where ∆ † k is given by
Next, by unveiling the structure of matrix Y † k , we show that the optimal W † always satisfies Rank(W † k ) ≤ 1. Denote the maximum eigenvalue of matrix ∆ † k as ν max ∆ † k ∈ R. We note that due to the randomness of the channels, the probability of having multiple eigenvalues with the same value 
B. Proof of Theorem 2
To start with, we define the objective function and the optimal solution of problem (67) as F (Θ) and Θ † , respectively. Then, for any feasible Θ, we have the following inequality:
We further define the objective function of problem (69) as G(Θ; χ). Assuming Θ q minimizes G(·; χ q ) with penalty factor χ q for each q, we have the following inequality:
where equality (a) holds due to the fact that any optimal solution of (67), i.e., Θ † , fulfills Θ † * − Θ † 2 ≤ 0. Then, we rearrange the inequality in (83) and obtain the following inequality:
Recall that if Θ is a limit point of the sequence {Θ q }, we can find an infinite subsequence Q such that lim q∈Q Θ q = Θ.
Then, as q ∈ Q, q → ∞, we take the limit on both sides of (84) and obtain the following relation chain:
where equality (b) holds because of the continuity property of norm functions and equality (c) holds due to χ q → ∞. Thus, we have that Θ * − Θ 2 = 0. As a result, Θ is a feasible solution of problem (67).
On the other hand, for any χ q ≥ 0, we take the limit of (83) as i ∈ Q, q → ∞, which leads to the inequality:
where inequality (d) is due to the nonnegativity of the term Θ q * − Θ q 2 . As Θ is a feasible point whose objective value is no larger than that of the optimal solution Θ † , we conclude that Θ is also an optimal solution of problem (67), as claimed. This completes the proof.
